Abstract
Introduction
Automated detection and segmentation of brain region and brain abnormalities are very important in the context of accurate measurement and time. Segmentation of GM and WM is also very effective on several diseases. Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is one of the common diseases which can affect WM and myelin shield around the axons destroyed by inflammation. There are several diseases that may happen due to the change of white matter. Thus segmentation of WM and GM is very much important but manual segmentation of WM and GM is very time-consuming as well as fatigue. Here an automated segmentation of WM and GM has been established with low time complexity and low error rate. The semi automated segmentation has some difficulties; that's why a fully automated process is proposed. Proposed methods are divided into two stages, pre-processing and postprocessing. In pre-processing an effective binarization, artefact and skull removal are used due to artefacts and skull may hamper the automated detection, and in the post-processing actual detection of WM and GM has been proposed and all the steps of proposed methods have been described in the methodology section.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, brief review of some other methods has been shortly described; in the Section 3, procedure of proposed methods has been described; in the Section 4, results and discussion section has been written; in the Section 5, results and comparison are described visually as well as parametrically; Finally we conclude our paper in Section 6.
Brief Review
There are different White matters (WM) and Gray matter (GM) extraction procedure had been established in the past decay but research of accurate segmentation and detection till going on, but those methodology have certain restriction also for fully automated system. Vicente Grau et al. (2003) [1] proposed a methods for accurate segmentation of GM, WM, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from the MRI of brain images, they proposed an improvement of watershed methods and functions are based on probability calculation, normal distributions and Markov Random Field. The results show an accurate detection of the overall volumes and a clear development in recognition of the accurate location. P. Valsasina [2] et al. (2005) examine the progression of gray matter volume loss in 117 patients with relapsing-remitting MS, scanned monthly for a 9-month period. They studied and show that gray matter damage in relapsing-remitting Multiple Sclerosis (MS) progress noticeably over a short period of examination, follow up the stability, and discover the different possibility of WM. P. Kochunov [3] et al. (2006) has considerable attention in with diffusion tensor imaging as measure of fiber integrity in aging, dementia, and other disease processes. The resulting data is understandable in which correlations are mediated by age-dependent atrophy and also persist in the presence of age correction of various complementary imaging techniques in the assessment of brain aging. Lucia van Eimeren (2008) [4] gives a description of white matter microstructure for the children. Individual differences in the performance in the Numerical Operation, but not the Mathematics Reasoning test correlate most strongly. Betty M et al. (2011) [5] proposed the procedure of gray matter volume, different tissue and edge connectivity of different tissue by the graph theory and the results describes with different situation. They show the results in intracortical similarities that can be used to provide a robust statistical description of individual gray matter morphology. A artefact removal methodology briefly described by S Roy et al. (2013) [6] which statistical and geometric approach. M. Masroor Ahmed [7] et al. proposed a methods to detect brain tumor, they use WM and GM extraction as a preprocessing steps, and shows all the steps for WM and GM extraction with the combines Perona and Malik anisotropic diffusion model for image enhancement and K-means clustering methodology and due to unsupervised learning it is very efficient and low error sensitive, also claim that unsupervised methods are better than that of supervised methods due to supervised methods needs some preprocessing.
Proposed Work
Proposed work has been divided in to two stages; preprocessing stage and post processing stage. In the preprocessing steps a methodology of artefact and skull elimination has been established to extract gray matter and white matter i.e. elimination of skull and artefact improve the white matter and gray matter detection. In the post processing extraction of white and gray matter has been build up.
In stage one first convert input MRI image into gray image if input images are not gray image. Then binarize the image using the global thresholding methods and the thresholds have been selected by the standard deviation of the image. Threshold using standard deviation gives very effective results for MRI of brain image binarization [8] . The previous binarization step (binarized result) is very important for the next part of the proposed methods. It is very easier to detect white and gray matter if artefact and skull portion are removed. Then complement the binarized image due detection between the region (set as one) skull and original brain portion of the MRI of brain. Due to the different nature of MRI of brain separation of brain and skull are not easier, because some MRI images have prominent difference between skull and brain portion, and some MRI image has very difficult nature to separate between skull and brain portion. Two dimensional wavelet decompositions is done using "db1" wavelet up to second level and then re-composition of the image is done using the approximate coefficient of wavelet decomposition. In this step the separation of skull and brain has been done, because loss of information means loss of pixel in between skull and brain portion i.e. separation between skull and brain are prominent, moreover due to reduction of size and removal of detailed information the white pixel of the complementary image come closure and form a complete ring. An interpolation methods and complement are used to resize the image and complete separation between brain and skull of the MRI of image. Remove all connected component except maximum area connected component because maximum area contains only brain as one pixel. As the binary image my wrong evaluation that's why a quick hull algorithm for convexhull are computed in which the entire pixels inside the convexhull are set to 1 and outside it are set to zero. Then this binarized image multiplied by the original MRI of brain image and gets the MRI of brain without artefact and skull. After that this image is binarized using standard deviation approach and again multiplied pixel wise with original image. Now the image contains only gray matter and white matter, gray matter relatively shaded region than white matter i.e. white matter have brighter than the gray matter. Using the previous concepts white matter has higher intensity than the gray matter. Thus calculate the total intensity and mean intensity. Mean in calculated by total intensity divided by total number of pixel without black pixel. Here total number of pixel is calculated without black pixel because black pixel contains zero intensity (main region of white and gray matter contain no zero intensity). Depending on the mean intensity, the pixel intensity above mean value selected as white matter and pixel value below or equal to the mean value selected as gray matter.
Figure below describes the total view of our proposed methodology, arrow indicates the proposed methodology is a top down approach and the details descriptions of proposed work describes below (Figure 1) . 
Procedure for White Matter and Gray Matter Extraction

Procedure Statbin (Image I)
Correctness of the Algorithm
Loop invariant: At start of every iteration of loop, inner loops maximum limit width of the image and outer loop maximum limit height of the image.
Initialization: height and width are set by the height and width of the image, some initialization of matrix is set to all pixels zero, and sum, average are initialize as zero.
Maintenance: In each successive iteration, loop invariant moves to pixel of the image incrementing 1. Inner Loop works by moving 1, 2, 3,…, width and outer Loop works by moving 1, 2, 3,…, height depends on condition and all the function are finite in nature.
Termination: Inner loop width of the image does not exceed its height and depend upon if condition, until inner loop executes maximum width and outer loop always performs maximum height of the image.
Complexity Analysis
Assuming that the height of the image h and width of the image w, then maximum number of iteration of loop is h*w. 
Results and Discussion
The procedure of proposed methods has been described above and different output in different step using proposed methods has been shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2(a) contains the original input image and Figure 2(b) is the binarized output in which threshold selection has been done by standard deviation of the image. This binarization method has been very effective especially for MRI of brain image and also very helpful to extract original brain (without artefact and skull) from total MRI image. Then complement the binary image, after that two dimensional wavelet decomposition is done using "db1" wavelet up to level two is shown in Figure 2(c) and recomposition of the image is done using the approximate coefficient. In this step, due to reduction of size and removal of detailed information the white pixel of the complementary image come closure and form a complete ring (skull). After the elimination of artefact and skull, Figure 2(d) shows the output image after artefact removal and skull elimination, thus in Figure 2(d) contains only the brain portion. As the goal of the proposed methods are extractions of white matter and gray matter, so image must contains only white and gray matter. The basic things is that relative brighter portion are white matter and shaded portion are gray matter, except that some other non shaded portion below the shaded intensity are removed by applying binarization again and binarized image is multiplied by Figure 2(d) image and the desire results have been shown in Figure 2(e) ; after calculating mean value and depending on this mean value Figure 2(f) shows the binarized white matter and 
Comparison
The procedure and output of different steps has been described above. Proposed methods produced very good results visually. In this section proposed methods has been compared with some ground truth image [8] for each type transvers, sagittal, coronal MRI of brain image. It produces very good results for each type of gray matter extraction but fails for white matter extraction from sagital type of MRI of brain image. From visual inspection proposed methods produces very effective results and in visual inspection may have any biasness, that's why quantification process has been used with very low error rate. Thus proposed methods produces very effective results for MRI of brain Images (Figure 3) .
Relative area error is totally based on [8] area, calculate ground truth area and segmentation by proposed methods area and calculate the absolute difference between ground truth area and segmentation by proposed methods area. Division of absolute difference to the maximum area is treated as relative area error. It is clear that lesser relative area error means better segmentation and zero means perfect segmentation. Kappa Index and Jacard Index are similarity measurement metric [10] . Correct detection denotes how much area correctly detected with respect to reference image [10] . Greater Kappa index, Jacard index, Correct detection means better results. The performance metric table for different kind of MRI of brain images describe above is shown in Table 1 .
Conclusion
Here an intelligence system for gray matter and white matter extraction with or without artefact and skull region technique has been presented. The proposed methods are very useful for three different (Transvers, Sagittal, Coronal) types of image. The automated process has very low time complexity with very easy methodology. The results improve and overcome the problem of other existing methodologies. The proposed methodology has been also very useful for a pre-processing step for detecting any abnormalities of MRI of brain.
